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Abstract—Memory price will continue dropping in the next
few years according to Gartner. Such trend renders it af-
fordable for in-memory key-value stores (IMKVs) to maintain
redundant memory-resident copies of each key-value pair to
provision enhanced reliability and high availability services.
Though contemporary IMKVs have reached unprecedented
performance, delivering single-digit microsecond-scale latency
with up to tens of millions queries per second throughput,
existing replication protocols are unable to keep pace with such
an advancement of IMKVs, either incurring unbearable latency
overhead or demanding intensive resource usage. Consequently,
the adoption of those replication techniques always results in
substantial performance degradation.

In this paper, we propose MacR, a RDMA-based high-
performance and lightweight replication protocol for IMKVs.
The design of MacR centers around sharing the remote backup
memory to enable RDMA-based replication protocol, and
synthesizes a collection of optimizations, including memory
allocator cooperative replication and adaptive bulk data synchro-
nization to control the number of network operations and to
enhance the recovery performance. Performance evaluations
with a variety of YCSB workloads demonstrate that MacR can
efficiently outperform alternative replication methods in terms
of the throughput while preserving sufficiently low latency
overhead. It can also efficiently speed up the recovery process.

I. INTRODUCTION

In-memory key-value (IMKV) stores have become a crit-

ical infrastructure component for many large-scale Internet

services. Over the past few years, extensive research has

been invested in pushing the performance of IMKVs to

an unprecedented level. By leveraging emerging hardware

features such as Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)

protocol or massively parallel GPU devices, modern IMKVs

can reduce the latency of accessing large-scale datasets to

as low as 1μs [27], [20], [15] while delivering up to tens

of millions queries per second [28], [17]. Meanwhile, with

more demand for enhanced reliability and high availability,

contemporary IMKVs [29], [5], [27] are gradually adopting

the design of maintaining multiple memory-resident replicas

of each key-value item to deliver near ”continuous avail-

ability” in the event of a variety of failures. Such a design

has been made feasible with the recent trend of increasing

memory capacity and decreasing memory prices. However,

in stark contrast to the dramatic advancement in speeding

up the IMKVs, the research effort carried out to explore the

efficient replication protocols for IMKVs lags substantially

behind. And simply relying on existing replication protocols

introduced for different purposes, such as for file systems,

will significantly squander the performance of state-of-the-

art IMKVs and computing infrastructures.

High-performance IMKVs pose serious challenges on the

design of the replication protocols. First, in the face of

microsecond-scale requests, any additional latency overhead

beyond hundreds of or even tens of μs can be unbearable,

whereas approaches depending on the asynchronous repli-

cation are unsatisfactory as they considerably increase the

risk of data loss. Second, strict latency requirement shall not

noticeably increase the resource consumption for backing up

the data so that the resources available to the IMKVs can be

fully utilized to deliver high quality services. Unfortunately,

with careful examination of several existing replication pro-

tocols applied by many IMKVs, such as RAMCloud [23]

and Redis [5], we observed that they are unable to fulfill

the above requirements simultaneously. Many solutions [29],

[5], [3] have chosen to exploit available resources to obtain

low-latency replication. However, intensive demand on the

computation resources render the IMKVs applying those

techniques unable to take full advantages of the performance

promised by the infrastructure, as those protocols force the

systems to be partitioned so that enough resources, in par-

ticular CPU cores, can be allotted to host backup processes.

On the other hand, though several works [22], [25] have

been proposed to deliver efficient recovery, reliance on the

RPCs to scatter the backup data incurs severe overhead on

normal case operations.

To tackle the above challenges, in this paper, we present

MacR, a lightweight replication protocol to allow modern

IMKVs to achieve high availability while preserving high

performance at the same time. MacR achieves low latency

overhead without demanding high resource consumption by

keeping the computation activities involved in the replication

as low as possible. The protocol leverages a recent trend

towards using a fast network protocol called RDMA to

optimize the IMKVs [16], [20]. But different from the

existing replication techniques [29], [22] that focus more

on leveraging the low-latency property of the fast networks,

MacR also aims to fully exploit the zero-copy capability

offered by the RDMA networks to significantly reduce the

consumption of CPU cycles.

The key idea of MacR centers on exposing the backup
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memories from the slave processes and sharing them with

the primary processes. Such an idea essentially enables a

lightweight replication protocol to allow any status update

to be efficiently backed up into the shared region using

RDMA protocol. However, our studies revealed that sim-

ply following this protocol is not satisfactory as it can

lead to excessive number of network operations. Therefore,

additional precautions are crucial to the success of this

RDMA-based replication technique. Toward this end, we

identify the critical status to replicate so we can control

the number of network operations and introduce a Memory
Allocator Cooperative Replication scheme to differentiate

the replication processing for different requests based on the

modification and contiguity of the status updates incurred

by different write requests. In addition, through shared

backup memory, MacR can effectively accelerate the failover

handling by leveraging large I/O requests, allowing us to take

full advantage of the bandwidth offered by the fast networks.

We have implemented MacR on top of a high-performance

IMKV system called HydraDB [27] and systematically

evaluated its performance on an InfiniBand cluster using

multiple write-intensive Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark

(YCSB) workloads [10]. Our experimental results demon-

strate that MacR can efficiently outperform many other repli-

cation techniques. Compared to other alternatives, MacR

yields significant throughput improvement, ranging from

37.4% to as high as 5.4× while preserving sufficiently

low latency overhead for performance-critical operations.

Meanwhile, the bulk data replication introduced in MacR for

synchronizing the content between the new primary and the

new secondary during the failover handling can efficiently

speed up the recovery process by up to 55% compared to

conventional pipeline-based recovery.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS

In this section, we first provide the background for under-

standing the context of our replication technique, then we

describe the motivations that prompt us to design the MacR.

A. Zero-copy Networking Technology

MacR exploits the benefits offered by the zero-copy net-

working technology to achieve low overhead replication. The

zero-copy technology has been around for over a decade.

It bypasses operating systems and directly copies data from

user-space memory to that of a remote side without requiring

CPUs on both sides to participate in the data movement,

thus efficiently saving CPU cycles, memory bandwidth

and energy consumption. The embodiments of the zero-

copy technique include RDMA (Remote Direct Memory

Access) [4] over InfiniBand and RDMA over Converged

Ethernet (RoCE), both of which can deliver superiorly high

throughput (up to 56Gb/s) with ultra-low latency (1∼3μs).

Existing RDMA networks provide two major RDMA op-

erations including RDMA Read that retrieves content from

remote memory into local side, and RDMA Write that writes

local in-memory data to a remote side. Meanwhile, they

rely on cache-coherent DMA operations to maintain data

consistency. Recently, RDMA-capable networks have been

deployed in several cloud platforms and explored by many

applications beyond the HPC domain [20], [8], [18].

But one-sided RDMA operation is not without issues,

inadvertent use can entail dramatic performance degradation.

As RDMA does not interrupt the remote-side CPU after each

operation, the remote host is unaware of the completion

status of each request, thus additional effort needs to be

introduced when the remote host has to detect incoming

messages carried by the RDMA Write. Common approaches

include sending an extra control message or spinning the

CPU core on the host to poll the completion status. But un-

fortunately both approaches suffer from certain drawbacks.

The former introduces higher latency that is especially

expensive for small requests while the latter demands high

CPU utilization. Secondly, to allow RDMA operation, a

chunk of memory needs to be pinned to physical memory

and registered within the NICs, both of which are costly

operations, frequent execution of them can eliminate any

benefit brought by using the RDMA. To efficiently mitigate

such overhead, many existing RDMA-based systems [12],

[16], [21] commonly allocate a large chunk of memory

from the kernel during the initialization, register it once

and then delegate the management of the heap to a user-

level memory allocator that then serves all the subsequent

memory allocation requests within the applications.

B. HydraDB: RDMA-based Key-Value Store

MacR is built on top of HydraDB [27], which is a high-

performance in-memory key-value store. Similar to many

contemporary memory-resident key-value systems such as

Redis [5] and Memcached [2], HydraDB leverages aggre-

gated memories and CPU resources of a cluster of machines

to provide low-latency access to large-scale datasets. Each

HydraDB server instance, called a shard, employs the single

threaded execution model as Redis [5] and MICA [15] to

allow the entire storage system to achieve high horizontal

scalability. HydraDB adopts hash-based partitioning, each

request is routed to a specific shard process according to

the 64-bit hash-code of the key using a combination of

SpookyHash and consistent hashing algorithms. Users access

key-value items through Create, Read, Update, and Delete

interfaces. Unless otherwise specified, we use write request
to refer to the Create, Update, and Delete in general.

HydraDB thoroughly applies the RDMA protocol to op-

timize operations that require low-latency data movement.

Those improvements include (1) using RDMA Write to

accelerate message passing and (2) adopting RDMA Read

to further speed up read operations when the workloads

exhibit strong temporal locality. Both optimizations bypass

the kernel and directly transfer the data between server
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memory and user-space at the client side. As a result of

these improvements, HydraDB yields significantly lower

access latency (1∼3μs when item ≤ 100B) and much higher

throughput compared to alternative key-value stores. More

details about HydraDB are available in [27], [26].

C. Issues with Existing Replication Techniques
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Figure 1: An illustration of strict synchronous replication

and Non-blocking replication methods.

To offer enhanced high availability, HydraDB maintains

2 consistent in-memory copies of each key-value item on

a group of primary-secondary shards. The primary shards

serve all the requests, while we also allow applications to use

RDMA-Read to directly retrieve items from the memories of

the secondary shards. However, in the face of large volumes

of microsecond-scale requests, existing replication protocols

become a severe bottleneck that can dramatically deteriorate

the performance of the entire system. Figure 1 illustrates two

replication approaches that have been explored by HydraDB

(Both have been optimized by RDMA Write).

Sync-Rep, as shown in Figure 1(a), is based on the

RPC replication protocol used by the RAMCloud. It strictly

conforms to the synchronous replication model. The primary

process synchronously issues a replication request to each

of the secondary shards and only releases a response back

to the client after it receives the acknowledgements from all

the secondary shards (An acknowledgement indicates that

the secondary shard has successfully received and processed

the replication request). Although such a method is simple to

implement, it suffers from severe performance degradation

as the execution stall experienced during the waiting for the

acknowledgements imposes significant overhead.

To mitigate this issue, we have explored a second ap-

proach using Non-blocking replication as shown in Fig-

ure 1(b), which has been adopted by [29]. In this method,

each secondary shard pre-allocates a circular log to buffer

incoming messages and uses busy polling to check for the

arrival of requests. Upon detecting a new replication request,

the secondary shard immediately processes it and then

continues pulling the next request from the log. Meanwhile,

the primary shard uses a single RDMA Write to replicate

the request to the pre-allocated circular log, and releases the

response to the client as soon as the replication request is

successfully delivered to the secondary without waiting for

the acknowledgement as in the Sync-Rep. It only asks for
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Figure 2: Existing replication techniques substantially de-

grade the system performance.

the acknowledgement from the secondary when it reaches

the tail of the log. Thus the acknowledgement is only used

for synchronizing the log positions managed on both sides.

Though this non-blocking replication slightly increases the

inconsistency window between the primary and the sec-

ondary shards, it can efficiently improve the performance by

removing the bulk of execution stalls by allowing parallel

request processing on the mirroring processes. However,

non-blocking replication also comes at a cost. It requires

intensive CPU utilization on the secondary shard to drain

the circular log so that the primary would not be stalled. An

immediate implication of such requirement is that any CPU

sharing with other active processes can sharply slow down

the speed of requests processing, and consequently compro-

mise the system throughput. On the other hand, partitioning

the available resources via allotting dedicated CPU cores to

host the secondary shards can also dramatically sacrifice the

total throughput of the entire system.

Figure 2 compares the aggregated throughput of Hy-

draDB without replication to the cases where replication

is enabled1. With fixed amount of CPU resources for the

system (20 physical cores spread among 10 machines), we

investigated 2 scenarios, we either assigned half of the

available cores to host secondary shards or each physical

core was used to host both a primary and a secondary

shard. As shown in Figure 2, existing replication techniques

substantially degrade the performance regardless of how we

deploy the secondary shards. Collocating a primary shard

with a secondary shard on the same physical core can dete-

riorate the performance abysmally due to intensive context

switches and cache interferences. In the system partition

case, although non-blocking replication effectively boosts

the throughput by up to 3.71× compared to Sync-Rep, it

still only achieves ≤ 55% of total throughput utilization.

Overall, existing replication techniques demand high CPU

utilization to receive requests and process replication re-

quests, leaving contemporary IMKVs with no choices other

than trading the performance for high availability. In this

work, we argue that high availability does not have to come

at the cost of significant performance loss.

1During the evaluation, we launch 100 HydraDB clients spread over 10
machines to inject 100 million write requests following uniform distribution
generated by the YCSB into the HydraDB.
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III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In tackling the inefficiencies of existing replication proto-

cols, we have designed MacR, a fast and resource-efficient

synchronous replication protocol. Compared with the al-

gorithms discussed previously, MacR provides low-latency

overhead without necessitating high CPU utilization on the

secondaries. As a result, it allows IMKVs to deliver much

higher throughput while retaining high availability support.

The main idea of MacR centers around sharing the remote

backup memory managed by the secondary shards with the

primary processes. However, it raises new challenges about

how to efficiently maintain multiple replicas among different

memory locations in a cluster and achieve fast failover to

deliver continuous data access services.

A. Remote Backup Memory Sharing
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Figure 3: An illustration of the MacR replication protocol.

Throughout the conventional replication flow, 3 key fac-

tors contribute to the high CPU utilization and latency

overhead on the secondary shard. Those factors include i)
request detection and response delivery, ii) parsing and

replaying the replication requests, and iii) intermediate mem-

ory copies along the path. MacR addresses these problems

by introducing remote backup memory sharing, in which the

primary shard is granted the permission to directly access the

backup memories managed by the secondary. By doing so,

a new protocol can be built atop to eliminate the overhead.

In the absence of abnormal behaviors, upon reception of

a request from the client, the primary shard processes the

request and commits the updates into the local memory.

Thereafter, instead of explicitly forwarding the requests to

the secondary shard, MacR directly propagates the updated

status into the remote memories through RDMA Write

without invoking the remote CPU that host the secondary

shard as shown in Figure 3. In contrast to existing repli-

cation protocols that the primary shard needs to receive

the acknowledgements from all the secondary shards before

responding to the client, MacR removes such a need by

leveraging a hardware feature from the RDMA networks,

in which the reception of an RDMA Write completion

event guarantees that the updates have been successfully

committed into the remote memory. Therefore, as soon as the

primary shard finishes gathering all the completion events

from the issued RDMA Writes, it can safely release the

response to the client without waiting for the software-based

acknowledgements. Overall, such a protocol eliminates the

aforementioned factors (i) and (ii) through direct status

update and uses RDMA operation to avoid (iii). Across

the replication process, the primary shard takes on all the

responsibilities of updating both local and remote memories,

leaving the secondary shard dormant all the time.

However, without judicious selection about which status

shall be replicated and careful design to differentiate the

processing for different replication requests, naively fol-

lowing the above protocol can lead to excessive number

of RDMA Write operations within a replication procedure.

Consequently, it can severely increase the latency overhead.

B. Identifying Essential Status Replication
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Figure 4: Affected data objects during write request process-

ing and the replication procedure.

During a write request processing, besides the involved

key-value item, the primary shard also modifies the status of

several memory resident data objects and regions, including

the indexing data structure (i.e., HashTable in our case),

index metadata (i.e., HashTable entries), and the user-level

memory allocator that manages the memory storage region

for accommodating all the key-value pairs. Figure 4 illus-

trates the objects involved in each write operation. Because

those affected objects do not reside in contiguous memory

area, multiple RDMA Writes are necessary to propagate the

status changes of those objects to the remote sides. However,

it is critical to minimize the number of RDMA Writes within

a replication procedure to curb the latency overhead.

Due to such a concern, MacR only replicates the status

that is unrecoverable after failover. For the objects touched

by the primary shard during each write operation, it is

unnecessary to replicate the status of the indexing data

structure, either HashTable or Trie, as the structure can be

reconstructed via scanning through all the index metadata on

the secondary shard during failover handling. In contrast, the

index metadata is the building block to achieve successful

recovery. In our case, those metadata contain a pool of pre-

allocated HashTable entries, each of which has a fixed size

of 64 bytes and contains critical information describing the

key-value pair such as the memory address and hash code of

the key, etc. A write operation normally updates the status

of a single entry; hence, 1 RDMA Write is needed to backup

the index metadata update as shown in Figure 4.

As 1 additional RDMA Write is imperative to replicate

the key-value item, We need at least 2 RDMA Writes to

replicate the entire update status. However, those 2 RDMA

Writes are still insufficient to accomplish a successful status
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backup. Synchronizing the memory allocation status of the

key-value storage regions among the primary and secondary

shards is also of critical importance. Without this, a sec-

ondary shard would not be able to continue serving memory

allocation requests for future workloads correctly after it is

promoted to be a primary shard. However, our source code

analyses of many memory allocators, including Lock-free

Memory Allocator [19] and slab allocator [2] show that it is

challenging to determine the right number of RDMA Writes

to replicate the allocation status, and purely using RDMA

can severely exacerbate latency overhead due to the amount

of the modifications and noncontiguity of involved memory

areas incurred by the allocate operations. In the following

section, we further unfold the causes and describe how we

determine the replication strategies by taking into account

the actions performed by the memory allocator.

C. Allocator Cooperative Replication

Heap Region (≥ GB) Control Block D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 … 
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Figure 5: Structure of the Lock-Free Memory Allocator.

HydraDB employs the Lock-Free Memory Allocator

(LFMA) [19] to manage the large heap memory region

(tens of GB) that stores all the key-value items. For each

replication procedure, the memory allocation status needs to

be synchronized among the primary and secondary shards

to ensure that the latter can continue serving the allocation

requests without damaging the content stored in its mem-

ory after failover. However, intricate metadata organization

within the allocator renders it unclear what is the right

number of RDMA Writes to replicate the updated status.

Meanwhile, we are constrained by the number of RDMA

Writes to control the latency overhead. In the following, we

first briefly describe how LFMA functions to facilitate the

understanding, then we present our memory allocator coop-
erative replication, which adaptively helps MacR determine

the efficient replication strategies according to number and

contiguity of the updates carried out by the allocator.

Like many existing memory allocators, LFMA maintains

the allocation metadata at the beginning of the heap to

enable the region to be self-descriptive. As illustrated in

Figure 5, the LFMA initially uses the first 1MB memory

for ControlBlock and an array of Descriptors. ControlBlock

outlines the usage of the entire region, such as the amount of

available memory and the head that links to the first available

descriptor. Though a descriptor (128 bytes) is designed for

a variety of purposes, it is mainly used to manage a group

of memory chunks of the same size (i.e., Sizeclass). Upon

receiving an allocation request, if the required size falls

into the range that still contains free memory chunks, the

allocator supplies a chunk and modifies the corresponding

descriptor to link it to the next available chunk within the

group. Taking the example from Figure 5, when a request

for a 4KB chunk arrives, if 4K2 is the first free chunk, the

allocator then returns the chunk and modifies the descriptor

D4 to make it point to 4K3. We have observed that a

majority of the memory allocation workloads only involves

the modification of a single descriptor, thus providing us

with an opportunity to use a single RDMA Write to backup

the updated memory allocation status.

However, there still exists a large amount of memory

allocations that can cause a chain of modifications of several

noncontiguous descriptors and the ControlBlock, rendering

RDMA an ineffective approach to clone all the updates. For

instance, when there is no available chunk to satisfy the

incoming request, the allocator needs to carve out a large

piece of memory, called Superblock, from the remaining

heap region and assign a new descriptor to manage it. Such

a superblock is then hierarchically partitioned and formatted

to reach a sizeclass that satisfies the requested size, as shown

in Figure 5. Throughout this operation, the status of many

descriptors can be changed along with the ControlBlock.

Because they may spread wide apart across the heap, several

RDMA Writes become necessary to clone all the updated

status if we only want to achieve zero CPU utilization on

the secondary shard. However, such decision is at the cost

of severe latency degradation.

Therefore, MacR balances the CPU utilization with the

latency overhead by introducing memory allocator cooper-

ative replication, which conducts differentiated replication

on different requests based on the number of noncontiguous
memory areas a request has affected. When an allocation

only affects either a single or consecutive descriptors, a

single RDMA-Write is sufficient to clone the allocation

updates to the secondary shard. Hence, under such sce-

narios, MacR completely relies on zero-copy operations to

accomplish an entire replication procedure. In contrast, when

the changes incurred by an allocation span a wide memory

area and the number of modified noncontiguous structures

is beyond a threshold, MacR then forwards the replication

request, explicitly asking the secondary shard to process the

replication. Sync-Rep is resorted here to ensure the ordering

of the replication operations. In addition, the execution

of the memory allocators on both processes needs to be

deterministic and reach an identical status after completing

the replication request. Such an assertion is guaranteed by

many popular memory allocators [1], [19], [9].

Overall, the design of the memory allocator cooperative

replication leverages a key observation that once groups of

memory chunks have been successfully formatted, a large

amount of allocations only modify the status of a single

descriptor. By cooperating with the memory allocator, MacR

can accomplish the bulk of replication requests through
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pure zero-copy operations, while occasionally invoking the

CPU on the secondary shards for request replaying when

the update involves many noncontiguous memory areas. In

addition, many IMKV workload analyses [7], [13] have

revealed that operations accessing small objects (≤ 100

bytes) dominate most production workloads, indicating that

the number of memory allocations that modify many data

structures and noncontiguous areas are substantially reduced

within these types of workloads, thus making MacR even

more appealing for these cases.

Applicability to Different Memory Allocators: Memory
Allocator Cooperative Replication is also applicable to other

allocators, including the popular slab allocator used by the

Memcached [2]. Similar to the LFMA, the slab allocator

separates the allocation metadata, called slabclass, from the

slab memory areas that store the key values. Upon receiving

an allocation request, the allocator returns an available slot

from a slab and updates the corresponding slabclass to

reflect the latest memory usage. Given that all the metadata

contained in a slabclass are managed in a contiguous mem-

ory chunk, such data flow can naturally work with MacR,

allowing RDMA Write to replicate the allocation updates

to the secondary shard. MacR only forwards the replication

requests to the secondary shard when the slabclass needs to

grow or shrink the size of managed slabs.

D. Implementation Details

Algorithm 1 presents the implementation of MacR for

Create, Update and Delete requests, respectively, while

excluding the details about exception handling and lo-

cal/remote pointer preparation. We have also embedded

tracing code into the LFMA to expose the memory allocation

activities so that adaptive replication decisions can be made.

Throughout the implementation, MacR conducts differ-

entiated replications for different write requests based on

the number of RDMA Writes essential to accomplish a

status replication as described previously (as checked by the

zero copy condition function). More importantly, because

existing RDMA devices do not provide atomic operation for

a group of RDMA operations, MacR has carefully ordered

multiple RDMA Writes for different status so that it can

prevent primary shard failures from generating Phantom
Items. A phantom item refers to a key-value pair that exists

in the store but there is no index entry pointing to it.

To avoid generating phantom items, the index metadata

and allocator status are always replicated before copying

the key-value pair for the CREATE and UPDATE requests.

With this manner, in the event that a primary shard fails in

the middle of multiple RDMA Writes, the cross-validation

conducted by the newly elected primary shard during the

failover handling can detect that an index entry is a re-

claimable object of a previously non-finished replication

procedure (Currently the cross-validation is achieved via

comparing the version numbers embedded in the key-value

Algorithm 1 Algorithmic implementation of the MacR

replication for Create, Update, Delete requests, respectively.

1: Sets : all the connected secondary shards.
2: Seta : memory allocator metadata changes.
3:

4: function CREAT (key, value)
5: if � key then
6: copy <k,v,version> into KV storage and update HashTable.
7: if zero copy condition (Seta) is satisfied then
8: for all s ∈ Sets do
9: RDMA Write(local entry ptr, remote entry ptr)

10: RDMA Write(local alloc ptr, remote alloc ptr)
11: RDMA Write(local kv ptr, remote kv ptr)
12: end for
13: else
14: forward replication requests to all the secondary shards.
15: end if
16: end if
17:

18: function UPDATE (key, value)
19: if ∃! key then
20: if in place update (value) == true then
21: copy <k,v,version> into KV storage and update entry.
22: for all s ∈ Sets do
23: RDMA Write(local entry ptr, remote entry ptr)
24: RDMA Write(local kv ptr, remote kv ptr)
25: end for
26: else
27: lfma.free(old kv)
28: copy <k,v,version> into KV storage and update entry.
29: forward replication requests to all the secondary shards.
30: end if
31: end if
32:

33: function DELETE (key)
34: if ∃! key then
35: lfma.free(old kv) and update HashTable.
36: if zero copy condition (Seta) is satisfied then
37: for all s ∈ Sets do
38: RDMA Write(local kv ptr, remote kv ptr)
39: RDMA Write(local alloc ptr, remote alloc ptr)
40: RDMA Write(local entry ptr, remote entry ptr)
41: end for
42: else
43: forward replication requests to all the secondary shards.
44: end if
45: end if

pair, index entry and allocation metadata). Conversely, a

Delete operation cleans up the key-value pair first before

resetting the allocator status and index metadata.

E. Failover Handling

HydraDB is currently equipped with a Cluster State Man-

ager (CSM), a Paxos-based distributed state machine. CSM

helps monitor the liveness of all the shard processes and

guarantees a consistent view of the process status. Any status

change, including process failure and cluster membership

adjustment, etc, is captured by the leader of the CSM.

Upon reception of a shard failure event, the leader of the
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CSM carries out necessary reconfigurations, i.e., selecting a

new primary shard among the secondary shards and adding

a new secondary shard into the primary-secondary group.

During the recovery, the in-memory content between the

new primary and the new secondary shards needs to be

synchronized before the primary shard can continue serving

the write requests. As such synchronization poses a critical

impact on the quality of the service of the entire system,

MacR dedicates careful efforts to cut down on its cost as

will be described in Section III-E1.

It is worth noting that the reason HydraDB chooses not

to use the fast crash recovery mechanism introduced in

RAMCloud [22] is that fast recovery relies on randomized

replica placement to scatter the backup data. When used with

MacR, multiple primary shards may choose to write to the

same secondary shard using RDMA Writes at any moment,

because there is no efficient approach to coordinate multiple

RDMA Writes from different processes, race condition can

corrupt the backup process. One solution is to use distinct

memory regions for different primary shards on a secondary

shard. But this can significantly increase memory utilization.

1) Adaptive Bulk Data Synchronization: The perfor-

mance of the synchronization between newly elected pri-

mary and secondary shards is mainly bounded by three

factors, including i) rebuilding the indexing data structures

on the newly elected primary shard, ii) copying all the key-

value pairs into the newly added secondary shard, and iii)
recovering the index metadata on the secondary shard. And

the conventional approach of pushing all the key-value pairs

into the secondary and then letting the latter replay all the

requests sequentially to achieve those objectives cannot fully

take advantage of the I/O bandwidth provided by the high-

performance infrastructures.

Recognizing those issues, MacR leverages the opportu-

nities offered by the shared backup memory through using

large RDMA-Write requests to faithfully replicate the con-

tent stored in the index metadata region and the key-value

storage area directly into the remote backup memory. By

doing so, large I/O requests effectively allow us to minimize

the message counts and maximize network bandwidth uti-

lization. Evaluation shows that such an approach enables us

to recover up to 20 million items (≈ 23GB) in ≈ 5 seconds.

However, such faithful remote memory copy necessitates

a redesign of the memory allocator metadata, forcing us

to eliminate any process-dependent information, i.e., virtual

memory address, so that the allocator is restorable on the

secondary shard. While, although this approach performs

well when the memory utilization of the storage area is high,

it can cause wasted I/O when the shard only contains a small

number of items. In such case, MacR then simply iterates

through all the key-value pairs and uses pipelining to push

the replication requests to the secondary shard.

2) Resource Re-assignment: Once a secondary shard is

promoted to be a primary, it can no longer stay on a

Table I: Hardware configuration used for the evaluation. All

machines run Linux 2.6.32 and gcc 4.9.2 without hyper-

threading, and the RDMA NIC is driven by OFED 2.4.
CPU Xeon E5-2667 v2 3.30 GHz (32K L1, 256K L2)

DRAM 128GB DDR3 at 1600 MHz
NIC Mellanox MT27500 ConnectX-3 InfiniBand HCA

Switch Mellanox SX6512 56GB/s Infiniband Switch

CPU core shared with other active primary process as the

cost incurred by context switches can critically damage the

performance. Thus, the CSM assigns a new core to the

selected secondary shard, which then migrates the thread

accordingly. As NUMA-awareness plays a pivotal role in

curbing the access latency, we strive to assign a core located

on the same NUMA node as the selected secondary. In case

there is no available core on the desired NUMA domain,

we relax the requirement and look for a core on the same

machine. In such a scenario, the secondary shard needs to

migrate not only the thread, but also all the key values along

with all the metadata to preserve data locality. this migration

is conducted in parallel as the content synchronization

described in the previous section. In the worst case scenario

when even the machine-level core is unavailable, cross-

machine migration is carried out to segregate the selected

secondary shard from the original host.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we examine the performance of MacR by

answering the following key questions:

• What is the impact of MacR on the throughput of the

entire system and how does MacR affect the latency of

the performance-critical operations?

• And how does MacR benefit the failover handling?

Testbed Setup: All of our experiments were conducted

on a shared cluster, in which a centralized job scheduler

schedules the resources requests from different users. Table I

shows the hardware/software configuration on each machine.

Throughout the evaluation, we requested 100 CPU cores to

host the HydraDB clients and another 20 CPU cores spread

over 10 machines to accommodate HydraDB server. Each

primary shard is given one secondary shard across the tests.

CSM was running on an independent machine. All of those

nodes are connected to a single InfiniBand switch.
Benchmark: All the workloads were generated by the

YCSB [10] benchmark. In order to prevent the slow

workload generator from limiting the throughput, we pre-

generated all the workloads and loaded them into the Hy-

draDB client memories before starting the tests. All of the

requests were issued to the HydraDB servers individually

through synchronous CRUD interfaces without using any

batching-based APIs. For each of the results in the following

sections, we report the average performance of 5 test runs.

A. Overall Performance Impact of MacR
Since replication imposes significant impacts on the per-

formance of write operations, we focus on write intensive
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Figure 6: Overall performance comparison between 3 repli-

cation methods and the original HydraDB without replica-

tion using a 50%Insert+50%Update Uniform workload.
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Figure 7: Throughput comparison between MacR, the Non-

blocking replication, and the no-replication case using

50%Insert+50%Update workloads of different KV sizes.

workloads to investigate the performance of MacR.

Figure 6 compares the performance of MacR with two

aforementioned replication techniques, as well as the orig-

inal HydraDB without replication. During the experiment,

we used a uniform workload that consists of 50%Insert +

50%Update. The workload contains 100 million requests op-

erating on 10 million key values (each pair is 30 Bytes). And

we launched 100 HydraDB clients spread over 10 machines

to inject those requests into the servers concurrently.

As demonstrated in the figure, MacR can effectively

diminish the penalty on the system throughput incurred by

offering the replication service. It efficiently outperforms

the other two replication alternatives, boosting the peak

throughput by up to 37.3% and 5.4×, compared to the Non-

blocking and Sync-Rep, respectively, while delivering much

lower access latency. MacR achieves such improvements

through minimizing the computation activities on the sec-

ondary shards, hence allowing all the CPU cores to serve

as the primary shards without the necessity to partition the

system, which is a major factor that degrades the system

throughput when high availability is enabled 2.

Figure 7 further examines the throughput of MacR by

using two different sets of workloads that contain larger

key-value pairs, ranging from 100 Bytes to 1 KB. Since

large key-value requests increase the chances that multiple

noncontiguous memory regions are modified within each

write operation, they can lead to more CPU invocation on

the secondary shards. Consequently, the system throughput

2As non-blocking and sync-rep perform abysmally under the CPU shar-
ing environment as evidenced in Section II-C, we omit their performance
and only include the performance under system partition scenarios.
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Figure 8: Throughput comparison between MacR, the Non-

blocking replication, and the no-replication case using uni-

form workloads of different percentages of Get/Update.

could be negatively impacted. While we observe that even

for large key-value pairs of 1 KB, the MacR is still showing

strong performance advantages, narrowing the throughput

gap incurred by enabling the replication. Compared to the

Non-blocking case, MacR can improve the peak throughput

by 21.6% and 29.8% on average for the 100 Bytes and 1

KB workloads, respectively.

As many workload analyses [7] have revealed that pro-

duction IMKVs are commonly dominated by read intensive

workloads that access small items. Thus, it is essential for

us to understand how MacR can adapt to these types of

workloads. To achieve this, a set of experiments has been

conducted to investigate the performance of MacR when

the percentage of Get and Update requests varies within

the workloads. Throughout the experiments, total number

of requests is still 100 million, each item remains as 30

Bytes. And we direct all the Get requests to the primary

servers to enforce consistent read. Figure 8 illustrates the

corresponding throughput performance of 3 different cases.

As shown in the figure, increasing the update ratios incurs

more replication requests, thus causing MacR and the Non-

blocking to deliver lower throughput compared to the no-

replication when the update ratio increases within the work-

loads. However, MacR still shows greater advantage over

the Non-blocking scheme under the increasing update ratio.

When the update ratio increases from 20% to 100%, the

throughput improvement delivered by MacR also increases

from 3.9% to 37% compared to the Non-blocking scheme.

B. Latency Impact of MacR
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Figure 9: Cumulative distribution of latency of the 50%Insert

+ 50%Update workload that contains 100 million requests.

Each key-value pair is 100 Bytes.
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Table II: Write latency of different percentiless.
No Replication Non-blocking MacR

90th%ile 20μs 40μs 37μs

95th%ile 25μs 48μs 46μs

99.9th%ile 84μs 117μs 274μs

A key objective of MacR is to constrain the latency

overhead incurred by the synchronous replication. A major

effort to achieve such objective is to adaptively determine the

replication approaches to clone the updated status after each

write operation, either relying on multiple RDMA Writes or

using strict synchronous replication.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative distributions of latency

under different replication methods along with no-replication

case. Table II further details the write latency of different

percentiles. Within the experiment, 100 HydraDB clients

were launched to issue 100 million insert/update requests

concurrently. As shown in the results, compared to the Non-

blocking that is highly optimized for low latency, MacR

maintains a similar shape of latency distribution and even

delivers lower 90th%ile and 95th%ile latency. In addition,

the overhead imposed by MacR is also acceptable, which

is constantly lower than 2× compared to the no-replication

case. However, MacR does penalizes the 99.9th%ile latency

by a non-negligible margin. This penalty is a combined

effect of busy shards and slow strict synchronous replication.

Overall, although MacR differs from existing replication

techniques by heavily relying on multiple RDMA Writes to

replicate the status, the above results adequately demonstrate

that cheap RDMA operations make it feasible to efficiently

curb the latency amplification.

C. CPU Utilization
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Figure 10: CPU utilization comparison between MacR and

Non-blocking replication using update-only workload.

MacR outperforms the other replication alternatives by

significantly reducing the CPU involvement during data

backup, thus allowing the secondary processes to be col-

located with other active processes on a same physical

core without incurring disruptive resource interferences. Fig-

ure 10 shows a 100-second snapshot of CPU utilization on a

secondary shard when MacR and Non-blocking were used to

conduct replication respectively. During the experiment, we

run a long-running workload that consists of 100% updates.

As demonstrated in the figure, MacR substantially cuts down

on the CPU utilization and only occasionally invokes CPU

slightly. In contrast, Non-blocking replication consistently

requires close to 100% CPU utilization.

D. Impact of Adaptive Bulk Synchronization

MacR is equipped with Adaptive Bulk Data Synchroniza-
tion to accelerate the failover handling process. To evaluate

the performance of this enhanced recovery, we measured
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Figure 11: Recovery time comparison between adaptive bulk

synchronization and conventional pipeline-based recovery.

Table III: Key-value sizes and in-memory storage sizes on

the server used for the recovery performance evaluation.
Small Item Test Large Item Test

Key-Value Size 30 Bytes 1024 Bytes
Server Storage Size Fixed 3GB From 3GB to 23GB

the end-to-end recovery time perceived from the perspective

of a single client. During each experiment, we first filled a

primary shard with different number of items as specified in

Table III, then we crashed the primary shard anually, which

caused the client side to block until the recovery was com-

pleted. Upon detection of the failure, CSM requested a new

CPU core from the job scheduler of the cluster and promoted

a secondary shard to the primary shard. Meanwhile, CSM

selected a new secondary shard and associated it with the

newly elected primary shard. After synchronizing the content

between the new primary and the new secondary shards, the

client was notified by the CSM with the updated cluster

information and continued the unfinished request.

Figure 11 illustrates the recovery times when the system

contains different numbers of key-value pairs, ranging from

1 million to 20 million. Across the tests, the adaptive bulk

recovery was able to deliver faster recovery performance

and outperform pipeline-based recovery by up to 53.5% and

54.9% on average for large and small item tests respectively.

With large item tests, the recovery performance of the

adaptive bulk synchronization is bounded by the network

speed to transfer a large amount of data, whereas with

small item tests, the recovery is limited by reconstructing the

indexing data structure. In both cases, the pipelined recovery

always requires the secondary to participate in the processing

of all the replication requests, thus performing inferiorly to

that of MacR, which purely uses RDMA Writes to replicate

the image of the memory to the secondary.

V. RELATED WORK

Contemporary IMKVs [13], [15], [16], [17], [27] have

substantially raised the bar on performance by leveraging

fast networks stacks such as RDMA and DPDK [6]. How-

ever, compared to those extensive efforts, how to design

a high-performance replication protocol for those systems

has received limited attention. And conventional replication

protocols designed either for disk-based storage systems or

to enforce the consistency and consensus among multiple

replicas are unable to keep pace with the performance
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advancement of those IMKVs.

Many previous replication protocols such as Chain Repli-

cation [24] designed for persistent storages systems, such

as Dynamo [11] and GFS [14], assume that disks are the

major bottleneck, thus minimizing the overhead imposed by

the replication protocols was not the focus. Some modern

IMKVs such as Redis [5] have employed a master-slave

architecture along with asynchronous replication to main-

tain several memory-resident replicas. However, this design

enlarges the inconsistency window and increases the risk

of data lose. It also suffers from the performance issues

discussed in Section II-C as it heavily relies on slave-side

logging and request reply to achieve replication.

The closest work to ours is Mojim [29], a fast replication

protocol for highly available non-volatile main memory

system. Their protocol leverages RDMA to accelerate data

transfer similar to the non-blocking replication. But it re-

quires intensive CPU involvement for request polling to

detect incoming messages and request processing, which is

exactly the issue MacR aims to overcome.

FaRM [12] and RAMCloud [22] use star-formed replica-

tion for high availability. However, they resort to buffered

logging on the backup servers to mitigate the impact of disk

access and do not provide in-memory copies of key values

on the backup nodes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present MacR, a lightweight replication

protocol for high-performance IMKVs. By exposing and

sharing the remote backup memory, MacR is able to build

a new replication scheme on top of RDMA protocol. It

relieves the backup servers from the replication-processing

burden and lets the primary processes take over both lo-

cal and remote status updates. Meanwhile, to control the

number of network operations needed to accomplish each

replication, MacR identifies critical status and introduces

the memory allocator cooperative replication to facilitate

the primary servers in making the appropriate replication

decisions. In addition, shared remote backup memory further

enables MacR to conduct adaptive bulk data synchronization

during the failover handling, which effectively accelerates

the recovery process. Experimental results with a variety

of YCSB workloads on an Infiniband cluster demonstrate

that MacR can substantially outperform the other alternative

replication methods, efficiently diminishing the performance

penalty incurred by offering the high availability service.

Furthermore, it is also able to deliver enhanced recovery

performance during failover handling.
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